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shingen takeda, kenshin uesugi, date masamune and other famous warriors went to the battle of
sekigahara for the final confrontation between the two famous clans, the takeda and the uesugi.
while there was a battle, date masamune went into the battlefield for a reason of his own. during

the battle, date masamune fought with a warrior called kojiro. however, while it was their battle, it
didn't seem like it was an excuse for date to show off. he fought with his rival for the sake of the

people living there. after the battle of sekigahara, date masamune left the shinobi life and decided
to stop fighting. even with the alliance between the date and uesugi families, the date family hasn't
faced opposition since the battle of anegasaki. he started to feel an ache in his heart and gave up
on fighting. nobunaga munetoki was probably the only person who had a good relationship with
date masamune of the oda clan. nobunaga wanted the oda clan to help him in his invasion on

warlords like izuchi ujiie. he gave them a land called tsuchizaki. samurai saints has a new opening
theme and ending theme. the opening theme is "piano ballad for samurai saints", while the ending
theme is "dragon backup plan." the opening theme is used for the prologue, and the ending theme

is used after the credits. the game is the first 3d title in the sengoku basara series, and has a
number of new elements. the game is more driven by action, and is said to be more in line with the

basara franchise. the game retains a loose script despite the change to 3d, and there is less
emphasis on song-and-dance. in a press release, asahi production inc. confirmed that the

development team intentionally took on these aspects to keep the franchise true to it's roots. the
weapons in the game were worked on by masanari ujigawa and an on-site weapon designer who is

noted as the one who designed the "long sword" weapon introduced in basara and other basara
games. the game's cities were based on real-world locations such as shimogamo and dazaifu. the

game also introduced level design, allowing players to see enemy paths.
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